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Outline of the Talk
• Governance
• Three key elements of REDD+ governance
• Explaining comparative differences in REDD+ 

outcomes
• The impact of political and income inequalities
• Implications for policy and scholarship



Governance or ‘Management’

• Governance: From Leviathan to Laissez faire
• Governance is not same as ‘management’
• Determination of the goals/objectives of governance is a 

‘political’ question 
• Governance: Political; Management (‘technical’)

• Eight Elements of Good Governance (Governance Pro): 
Participatory, consensus oriented, accountable, transparent, 
responsive, effective and efficient, equitable and inclusive, and 
follows the rule of law.









Political Mediation of 
Competing Goals & 

Strategies

• How do societies negotiate 
difficult trade offs?

• What explains the 
differences across regions 
and countries? 



Background: Fund Market Fund
• Brazilian proposal: Maximum tolerable emission 

levels for Annex B + a ‘compulsory contribution’ 
to a ‘clean development fund’; Vetoed by the US 
delegation 

• ‘Flexible financing instrument’ and a ‘trading 
system’ REDD

• REDD  REDD+
• R.I.P. The Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX)  

(2003 – 2010)
• Welcome: Carbon Cowboys & Land Grabs



REDD+ Governance I: Tenure 
Security

• What role does tenure play?
• Imagine an experiment:
• Three countries, each with two sets of tenures (secure, 

less-secure)
• Market-based REDD+ related funding on offer
• Which type of tenure would you link REDD+ to?







Village Land Use Plans in 
Tanzania

• Village land use plans: legacy of the villagization era
• WMAs, CBFM: Significant authority & powers to village 

councils

• “Privatization” of VLUPs: “REDD+ LUP; biofuel LUP; 
Conservation LUP  Creating fictitious “village forests.”

• “Communities in Tanzania have clear legal rights, what they 
lack, in the Tanzanian political context, is sufficient forms of 
power and leverage to enforce and capitalize upon those 
rights”



REDD+ Governance II: Policies 
for Sharing REDD+ Benefits







REDD+ Governance III:  
Safeguards















What 
Explains 

these REDD+ 
Governance 
Outcomes?



Political Mediation of 
Environment—Development 

Relationship



Implications for 
Scholarship & 

Policy



Beyond Binaries and the 
Romance of Community 

• Neither markets nor the 
state, but an 
intermeshing of state, 
markets, and societal 
initiatives

• Focus on political and 
economic power, 
processes, checks and 
balances



Conceptual Shifts: 
Forestland “Regimes”

FORESTLAND REGIMES: The configuration of actors, authorities, and 
institutions that regulate forest and land use, as well as “the formal and informal 
structure and nature of political power” in forested regions. (Kashwan 2017, 4. 
Citing Jayal 2001; Siaroff 2011)



Climate governance Amidst Inequalities
• Climate governance is entangled with subnational political 

& economic inequalities.
• Subnational distributional concerns * domestic institutional 

reforms  climate governance
• Addressing domestic inequalities should be more central to 

scholarship & practice of climate governance
• Inequality drives unsustainability (via resource extraction, 

production, consumption)
• Inequalities undermine our ability to respond
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